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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In most large organizations, enterprise applications provide the data processing functions
that support core business processes. Industry analysts estimate that there are between
100 and 200 billion lines of COBOL code running in active applications. COBOL, CICS, and
other legacy programs support an estimated 70 percent of all business transactions.
Faced with ever-changing business and technology environments, organizations are looking
to modernize their enterprise applications and the business-critical documents they create.
This report will outline the needs, challenges, and benefits of application and output
modernization projects.

MODERNIZATION NEEDS, BENEFITS, AND
CHALLENGES
For decades, the largest organizations in the world have relied on their enterprise
applications for the majority of their information processing needs. Running on mainframe,
UNIX, or a variety of other hardware platforms, these workhorse systems have been
custom-tailored over time to support the specific requirements of businesses and their
customers. Individual applications can streamline core business processes; taken together,
they can give organizations a decisive edge over the competition.
The benefits of these systems come at a price, however. For example, the more a given
application takes advantage of hardware- or OS-specific features and facilities, the more
difficult future migration becomes. In addition, the aging workers that created and supported
these proven systems are beginning to enter retirement. Faced with a shortage of staff with
legacy coding skills, many enterprises are looking to leverage younger workers’ experience
with other hardware platforms and languages.
As a result, executives and IT managers are faced with a variety of unattractive options:
•
•
•
•

Continue running the existing systems on what are perceived to be expensive,
obsolete, or non-strategic computing platforms
Assume the time and monetary costs of custom-developing replacement systems on
new, less expensive platforms
Replace legacy systems with packaged applications that support the new platform
and/or technology, in hopes that the cost savings will outweigh the training expenses
and functionality loss vis-à-vis the legacy system
Utilize modernization tools to re-host existing legacy applications on more costeffective hardware platforms

The same issues apply when it comes to legacy printing and document archiving
subsystems. Many documents used in a company’s everyday operations are customtailored to meet specific business, legal, and/or regulatory requirements. In some instances,
these valuable documents—and the systems that generated them—were originally state-ofthe-art but were never updated to leverage more modern technologies. In other cases, a
patchwork of documents and systems may have been implemented in reaction to individual
needs, not as a part of a strategic effort.
Levi, Ray & Shoup, Inc.
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The result of this tactical “ready-fire-aim” approach is a proliferation of data streams, device
types, and hardware standards. In some cases, legacy systems required complex custom
application code in order to insert special page formatting or data based on the document
contents. This often involved adding special commands (e.g., printer escape sequences)
into the data that could only be interpreted by a specific mainframe production printer or
specialty output device.
Such environments present a variety of challenges for application modernization efforts.
Firstly, the logic required to scan report data and customize document contents is typically
quite complex. This is especially true for legacy applications that did not take advantage of
Advanced Function Presentation (AFP) or other document composition technologies.
Perhaps more importantly, application modernization projects are often part of a larger
platform migration effort. Output devices that were commonplace in the legacy environment
(for example, high-volume Xerox or AFP mainframe printers) may not exist in the new
environment. As a result, document formatting that was simple in the past may present a
great challenge for modernization teams.

THE GOLDEN RULES OF SYSTEM MODERNIZATION
A system modernization team, like any group of IT professionals, proceeds in accordance
with best practices and time-tested techniques. Yet several pieces of advice from outside
the world of computing can help teams achieve successes beyond their immediate project
objectives.

First, do no harm…
There are two main reasons why an organization would choose to modernize an existing
application instead of replace it with a packaged solution. First and foremost, the current
system likely provides unique functions or benefits that are not available in packaged
systems. In addition, one advantage of an existing system is that the organization’s
employees, customers, and other stakeholders already know how to use it. The more similar
a new system is to the one it replaces, the shorter the users’ learning curve will be.
Just as a doctor would not attempt to heal a broken wrist by removing a patient’s arm,
modernization teams must ensure that a new system does not sacrifice important business
functionality present in the existing system. Regarding document generation, management,
and delivery, the new system should be able to produce and securely deliver all documents
that are needed in critical business processes or which are required for regulatory
compliance.
As previously discussed, one cannot expect a modernized system to perform every function
in exactly the same manner as a legacy system. For example, an insurance agent may find
that a customer quote letter formerly generated on a mainframe printer now arrives as a
color PDF-formatted email attachment. Although the process is slightly different, the
business need is the same, the information is the same, and the content is the same. As
long as the agent has the ability to print the letter on an alternate device or send it to their
customer electronically, the core business requirement can still be fulfilled.
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Learn from past lessons
In the end, there is one basic reason why system modernization is necessary: application
code designed for the original platform or operating system generally will not run natively in
other environments. Said differently, if yesterday’s applications had been written with
portability in mind (following POSIX standards, for example), there would be less need to
modernize them today.
But modernization projects are not just a necessary evil. In fact, they represent great
opportunities to gradually increase the portability and sustainability of systems going
forward. By moving away from proprietary or platform-specific technologies and embracing
open standards, companies can dramatically improve both system longevity and flexibility.
When it comes to enterprise documents, there are a multitude of proprietary technology
hurdles to overcome. For example, legacy applications may have been hard-coded to
produce output for a specific printer, fax server, or other output device. Very old systems
may rely on special pre-printed stock in order to correctly print documents. Mainframe
systems in particular were often designed to send print data over IBM’s proprietary VTAM
(SNA) protocol instead of today’s more widely-accepted TCP/IP standard.
Any output management system deployed in the course of a modernization effort should:
•
•
•
•
•

Be able to run on a variety of hardware platforms and operating systems
Provide modular conversion from nearly any incoming data stream to any target
format for delivery to printers, electronic archives, email systems, etc.
Support electronic document formatting to eliminate the need for pre-printed forms
Enable electronic document viewing and storage to replace legacy archives
Relieve business applications of the burden of directly managing printers and
electronic document delivery

In short, modernization projects offer a rare chance to “undo” past decisions that often
hampered an organization’s ability to face new business and financial realities. Those who
cannot learn from history are doomed to repeat it.

Seize the day
Modernization projects offer a chance to both correct past shortsightedness and to expand
functionality for the future. Though major system enhancements are often outside the scope
of an application modernization effort, planners should be prepared to exploit any and all
“free” opportunities to improve their systems.
For example, organizations that include output management in their modernization plans
can receive an unexpected windfall in the form of greatly increased delivery options. Unlike
the purpose-built systems they replace, modern output management systems typically
support email delivery, PDF document conversion, web document viewing, and other
modern technologies. These options enable a modernization team to preserve and even
extend the capabilities of proven legacy systems — with little or no additional effort.
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LRS
L ® OUTPUT
T SERVE
ER COM
MPONEN
NTS AND
D
CAPABIILITIES
To
T appreciate
e the role of an output management
m
t server in a system mod
dernization e
effort, it
is
s important to
o understand the basic functions
f
an
nd constructiion of the so
olution. The L
LRS®
Enterprise
E
Ou
utput Serverr solution is designed
d
to provide all a
applications — whether
modernized,
m
packaged, or
o scratch-bu
uilt — with a robust centtral point of ccontrol for alll
sy
ystem-generated outputt.

Output
O
Co
ollection, Delivery
y, and Control
LRS software
e provides a complete ou
utput manag
gement soluttion for ente
erprise appliccations.
Its highly scalable archite
ecture is des
signed to acccommodate all POSIX-ccompliant
environments
s ranging fro
om single-department so
olutions to m
multi-server g
global system
ms. All
elements of the product suite
s
implem
ment a single
e-process/mu
ulti-threaded
d design to e
ensure
effficient use of
o system re
esources and
d enable LRS
S solutions tto handle a very large number
off input sourc
ces, output destinations,
d
, and end ussers as efficiently as posssible.

Fiigure 1 – LRS
S Enterprise Output
O
Server Componentss
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Output
O
Colllection
Application
A
modernization
m
n environme
ents can invo
olve numero
ous applicatio
ons develop
ped using
different technologies. Th
he LRS soluttion providess multiple te
echniques for data collecction and
apture. At th
he most basiic level is support for the
e LPR/LPD p
protocol, which enables
ca
applications to
t pass a lim
mited amountt of job infor mation via th
he LPR conttrol file. More
advanced inte
erfaces inclu
ude the LRS
SQueue proto
ocol, a JAVA
A J2EE IPP client, Wind
dows
IP
PP, Windows
s COM, and the LRS Po
ort Monitor. LRS has alsso develope
ed integration
n
co
omponents with
w a varietty of vendors
s specializin g in tools to run COBOL
L application
ns on
Windows
W
and
d open syste
ems platform
ms.
These
T
metho
ods are fast and
a reliable. No matter w
which techniique is used
d to collect orr capture
print jobs, LR
RS software is
i able to dy
ynamically de
etermine print job attribu
utes from the
e actual
print data. In addition to the
t data stre
eam format ( PDF, PostS
Script, PCL5,, PCL6, ZPL
L, AFP,
LCDS, JPEG, TIFF, etc.), the softwarre determine
es the page size, total number of pa
ages, the
presence of color
ex or simple
c
and wh
hether the do
ocument is p
printing duple
ex. These job
b
attributes can
n be used to determine how
h
the prin t request is processed.

Output
O
Deliivery
The
T LRS solu
ution can deliver print da
ata via variou
us protocolss to remote p
printers, high
hca
apacity printt devices and
d servers. Printing
P
transsmission methods range
e from the ba
asic LPR
protocol to more advance
ed protocols like Direct S
Sockets, Inte
ernet Print P
Protocol (IPP
P), and
BIP/PJL.
B
The
ese advanced options prrovide impro ved perform
mance and enhanced
co
ommunicatio
on between the LRS serrver and the remote devvice. The BIP
P/PJL option
n
provides guaranteed doc
cument delive
ery and enh anced error reporting/re
ecovery.
In
n addition to delivering output
o
to prin
nters, the LR
RS server alsso enables o
output to be sent via
email, viewed
d via a web browser
b
inte
erface, or con
nverted to P
PDF file form
m.

Administrat
A
tor Control and Userr Access
The
T interface
e for users an
nd administrrators is a we
eb-based to
ool requiring no software
e to be
in
nstalled at re
emote works
stations. It wo
orks with an
ny browser a
and is design
ned for both
simplicity and
d flexibility. Companies
C
are
a able to ccustomize the interface tto reflect corrporate
detailed inforrmation.
branding, etc. Users can select various ‘tabs’ to vview more d

Fiigure 2 – The management interface gives administra
ators web-ba
ased control o
over all outpu
ut
Le
evi, Ray & Sh
houp, Inc.
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Data Stream Conversions
One major hurdle in any modernization effort is the challenge of printing or viewing systemgenerated output when legacy hardware no longer exists in the new environment. To avoid
this problem, the LRS Enterprise Output Server invokes data stream conversion modules
that transform legacy output formats to almost all popular modern formats. Table 1 outlines
some of the typical conversions used by the LRS solution during the course of
modernization projects. However, additional data stream conversions can be implemented
when required to meet the needs of a specific project.
Target Data Streams (“to”)

Conversions

PostScript

TIFF

PDF

AFP

X

X

X

X

Mixed-mode data

X

X

X

LCDS (Xerox)

X

X

X

X

X

X

Legacy Data Streams (“from”)
Mi d
d d t

PCL

PCL

X

AFP

PDF

X

X

X

X

Image File
Format

X

X

X

X

Table 1 – Select data stream conversions used during system modernization projects

Flexible data stream conversion support eliminates the need to re-write legacy application
code, even when the original devices are unsupported on the modernized platform. For
example, mainframe applications may have been designed to generate LCDS, Metacode, or
AFP formatted documents and transmit them to a high-volume printer via a Bus/Tag
interface. The LRS solution enables this same application code to send these documents to
standard TCP/IP devices. This ability to seamlessly convert data streams helps LRS
Enterprise Output Server software preserve a company’s investments in proven legacy
applications and the documents they create.

Document Storage and Viewing
One of the biggest challenges when modernizing legacy environments is providing access
to data stored in legacy archives. Documents stored in mainframe-based archival systems
often become inaccessible once the legacy hardware is removed – a major problem for
organizations that are legally required to retain electronic copies for five or more years.
The document viewing component of the LRS Enterprise Output Server provides web-based
viewing of documents from a variety of legacy platforms. Powerful search functions enable
users to quickly find the exact document needed to answer a customer question or comply
with an auditor’s inquiry.

Levi, Ray & Shoup, Inc.
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Fiigure 3 – Web
b-based docum
ment viewing
g interface

Depending
D
on
n user and document
d
se
ecurity settin
ngs, users ca
an print to an
ny LRS-man
naged
device, annottate, and exp
port archived
d documentss as well as forward an electronic co
opy via
email. Many functions
f
of the LRS Enterprise Outtput Server ccan be integrated directly into
co
orporate porrtals or otherr systems in the modern
nized environ
nment.
As
A explained earlier, the LRS Enterprise Output Server can sseamlessly ttransform le
egacy
data streams into formats
s that can be
e printed on modern devvices. This ssame capability is
useful in conv
verting legac
cy archive da
ata into PDF
F, text, or im
mage formatss for viewing and
sttoring docum
ments in the LRS solutio
on.

THE SUM
M OF TH
HE PAR
RTS
The
T LRS Ente
erprise Outp
put Server is
s designed to
o form a sca
alable centra
al point of co
ontrol that
su
upports a wiide variety of
o network prrotocols, datta streams, a
and hardwarre platforms. Since
modernizatio
m
n projects aiim to bridge the gap bettween legacyy technologiies and eme
erging
The open sttandards-bassed
ones, the imp
portance of this
t
flexibility
y cannot be o
overstated. T
t LRS solu
ution protectts customerss’ current IT investmentss from becom
ming
approach of the
obsolete as fu
uture techno
ologies emerrge — thus rreducing and
d delaying th
he need to
modernize
m
the same systtem in the fu
uture.
Ju
ust as the prrint management and do
ocument view
wing interfacces involve multiple
co
omponents, they are like
ewise individ
dual elemen ts of the larg
ger LRS offe
ering. The prrint
management
m
t componentt provides as
ssured docu ment delivery while the viewing com
mponent
helps compan
nies avoid hardcopy-rela
ated costs.
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Rounding
R
outt the LRS offfering is the output auditting function
nality of the E
Enterprise O
Output
Server
S
solutio
on. Designed
d to provide detailed traccking of hard
dcopy and e
electronic do
ocument
use, this pow
werful module
e generates a variety of reports thatt help decisio
on-makers id
dentify
ecurity risks and uncove
er opportunitties for savin
ngs. This is o
of particular importance during
se
application modernization
m
n and other major
m
IT init iatives.

Fiigure 4 – Outp
put Auditing report from the
t LRS Enterrprise Outputt Server

CONCLU
USION
n today’s bus
siness environment, IT managers
m
arre often aske
ed to choose
e between th
In
heir
time-tested le
egacy system
ms and the promise
p
of n
newer, more cost-effectivve technolog
gy
platforms. By
y modernizing their existiing applicati ons — and tthe documents they create —
co
ompanies arre able to ha
ave the best of both wor lds.
Application
A
modernization
m
n projects giive organiza
ations the op
pportunity to dramaticallyy
im
mprove both the quality and
a cost-effe
ectiveness o
of their docu
ument system
ms. LRS hass
developed cu
ustomized interfaces to help
h
custome
ers more qu
uickly migrate
e their legaccy
ystem outpu
ut to the Ente
erprise Outp
put Server. T
This standard
ds-based so
olution provid
des a
sy
sc
calable, plattform-indepe
endent central point of co
ontrol for all of an organ
nization’s bussiness
crritical outputt.
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